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wind that will push water up into a wall will have a similar effect on people if they are walking into the main force of the
wind. The only thing that can be done in the case of the computer simulations of the Exodus and Red Sea is to find a
place where there is a mountain(s) in the middle so that the largest main force of the wind is blocked.
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Strong Points: The computer simulation verified the scripture but only partially because what the
simulation needed was a better geographic location. The simulation partly showed that the actions of a 62
mph wind on the water described in the scripture will cause walls fences or edges of water if there is a bow
of water pointing into the wind. With a bow of water the water will be pushed back and become A WALL
of water extending on the right and left of lesser or greater heights depending on the wind strength. It also
dries out a wide area of shore at the center of the bow for a length of time.
Problems: The 62 mph wind is a Force 10 on the Beaufort scale which is above force 9 which is said to be
very difficult to walk against. So the people could not walk into the wind of Drews-Han and therefore the
wall of waters on right and left could not occur while the Israelites were walking on dry ground. This violates Exodus 14:22. Other objections, the geography and water level may well have been different when
and where the Red Sea parted. The Drews-Han “wall of water” height is not stated but appears not to be a
wall but low fences. The route violates scripture. The Red Sea was not the Red Sea but the Yam Suph,
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part the water. It just needs the right location and a more complete scenario that matches more scripture.
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